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Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program 
 
Overview 
 
The Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program, within the Clinical Psychology Training 
Programs at Brown: A Consortium of the Providence VA Medical Center, Lifespan, and Care 
New England, views the training of clinical psychologists as a cumulative process beginning in 
graduate school and continuing through postdoctoral training experiences. The predoctoral 
internship year is a step in that process in which there is a primary emphasis on the acquisition 
and refinement of clinical skills. Although many of the basic skills in core clinical areas should be 
acquired in graduate school course work and practica, it is the responsibility of the Clinical 
Psychology Internship Training Program to ensure that these skills are adequately refined and 
extended in preparation for professional practice. 
 
The internship year is viewed as a time when clinical psychology residents should begin 
acquiring more training in a particular area of clinical practice (i.e., Adult, Child, Health 
Psychology/Behavioral Medicine, or Neuropsychology). This does not imply that they will be 
"specialists" in that area by the completion of their internship, but rather that they are expected 
to become especially well-prepared for postdoctoral training, clinical research, and/or teaching 
in a particular area of emphasis. 
 
The internship year consists of three four-month rotations. Clinical psychology residents in 
the Adult track and the Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine track must complete two 
rotations within their identified track. The 3rd rotation may be outside of their track area.  Clinical 
psychology residents in the Child track and the Neuropsychology track complete three 
rotations within their identified tracks.   
 
The training program aims reflect a commitment to the development of clinical psychologists 
who are clinical scientists with broad-based clinical skills. There are a variety of theoretical 
orientations represented within the program. Particular emphasis, however, is given to cognitive 
behavioral and behaviorally-oriented approaches to assessment and treatment. 
 
All clinical psychology residents are expected to meet the rotation specific competencies for the 
three four-month rotations and meet the core training objectives, regardless of their area of 
emphasis, in order to pass the internship.  
 
Upon program completion, we expect that all clinical psychology residents will demonstrate an 
intermediate to advanced level of professional psychology skills, abilities, proficiencies, 
competencies, and knowledge in the areas of: 
 
a) Professionalism, including ethical and legal standards, professional attitudes, values, 
and behaviors, and effective communication and interpersonal skills.   
Competencies in this area are acquired through 1) track-based rotations; (2) elective rotation 
assignments; (3) research placements; (4) seminars; and (5) ongoing mentoring relationships 
with supervisors and an advisor. The particular experiences acquired will vary according to the 
Track in which the clinical psychology resident is based, the combination of rotations taken, and 
the nature of the clinical psychology resident's research placement. 
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b) Core clinical skills in assessment/diagnosis, effective intervention, consultation, and 
theories and methods of supervision.  
The competencies for core clinical skills are acquired through 1) track-based rotations; (2) 
elective rotation assignments; (3) research placements; (4) seminars; and (5) faculty facilitated 
peer supervision experiences.   
 
c) Strategies of scholarly inquiry/research. 
The competencies for scholarly inquiry/research are acquired through 1) track-based rotations; 
(2) elective rotation assignments; (3) research placements; (4) seminars; and (5) the faculty 
advisory process.  
 
d) Issues of cultural and individual diversity.  
The goals and objectives in this area are acquired through 1) track-based rotations; (2) elective 
rotation assignments; (3) research placements; (4) seminars; and (5) the faculty advisory 
process.  A diversity mentoring program is also available for those interested in further 
professional development in this area. 
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Important Dates 
 
2022 
June 30 - Orientation to Brown’s Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program 
 
July 1 - Butler/VA Employment Orientation; 1st rotation begins 
 
July 12 – Internship Evaluations Meeting 
 
Mid July- Submit Research Placement Training Activities to the Training Office 
 
Month of July - Internship class selects committee representatives  
 
Beginning of August - Select an Advisor 
 
End of August – Complete: Mid-Rotation 1 Progress Evaluations (your supervisor of you) 
 
Beginning of September - Clinical psychology residents and postdoctoral fellows present list of 
potential Invited Speakers 
 
October - Rank preferences for elective rotation (Adult & Behavioral Medicine tracks) 
 
October 31 - Release Day – Orientation to 2nd rotation. Complete: End-Rotation 1 Evaluations; 
Research Placement Progress Evaluation; & Long-Term Therapy Progress Evaluations for 
Adult & Behavioral Medicine Tracks (of you and your supervisor) 
 
November 1 - 2nd rotation begins 
 
Month of November - Select new Advisor, if desired - Notify Training Office  
 
December 31 – Complete: Mid-Rotation 2 Progress Evaluations (your supervisor of you); and 
Long-Term Therapy Rotation Evaluations for Adult & Behavioral Medicine Tracks  
 
2023 
January - Program sends mid-year review to graduate program  
 
February 28 - Release Day – Orientation to 3rd rotation. Complete: End-Rotation 2 Evaluations; 
Research Placement Progress Evaluations; & Long-Term Therapy Progress Evaluations for 
Adult & Behavioral Medicine Tracks (of you and your supervisor) 
 
March 1 - 3rd rotation begins; Mind Brain Research Day (typically takes place in March) 
 
April 30 – Complete: Mid-Rotation 3 Progress evaluations (your supervisor of you) 
 
Graduation Ceremony 
 
June 30 – Complete: End-Rotation 3 Evaluations; Research Placement Evaluations; & Long-
Term Therapy End Evaluations (of you and your supervisor).  Program sends final review to 
graduate program contingent upon completion of all work and evaluations 
 
June 30 – Luncheon and site orientation of new clinical psychology residents - mandatory  
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Supervision Arrangement 
 
At least 4 hours a week of regularly scheduled supervision are provided by at least two doctoral 
level licensed psychologists.  
 
At least 2 of these hours must be individual supervision. Only clinical supervision counts 
towards licensing requirements (administrative or non-clinical research supervision hours do not 
count). 
 
You will be required each week to report the number of hours of supervision you have received 
by an electronic survey. 
 
 

Advisor 
 
All clinical psychology residents have a designated faculty advisor. Within the first month of 
training, clinical psychology residents in the Adult, Child, and Health Psychology/Behavioral 
Medicine tracks are to identify a faculty member and request that he or she be their advisor for 
the year.   Neuropsychology clinical psychology residents are assigned an advisor prior to start. 
 
It is recommended that each clinical psychology resident secure an advisor who is within their 
track or area of specialization and who is a member of the full-time or hospital-based faculty. It 
is possible, for a clinical psychology resident to select a community-based clinical faculty 
member as an advisor, provided that he/she can ensure that all of the responsibilities of the 
advisory process (see below) will be fully met. Submit the name of your advisor to the 
Training Office by August 1. 
 
All clinical psychology residents will have a programmed break in their relationship with their 
advisor at the end of the first rotation. Clinical psychology residents are free, at that time, to 
continue with their advisor or, if they wish, secure a new advisor.  If you wish to select a new 
advisor, submit the name of your new advisor to the Training Office by November 1.  
 
Faculty Advisor Responsibilities: 
 

1. Assists the clinical psychology resident in any, and all, matters related to his/her 
internship experience, and provide not only information, but also guidance and support. 

 
2. Serves as liaison to the Training Committee in the event that such a need arises during 

the course of the training experience.   
 

3. Assists the clinical psychology resident in selecting their rotation assignments and 
provide advice about job and/or fellowship interviews.  
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Representatives 
 
The input of the trainees is valuable to the training program at Brown and clinical psychology 
residents are requested to provide input into their training experience. To ensure that clinical 
psychology residents have adequate representation, they are asked each year to nominate two 
classmates to serve as representatives on the Training Committee. 
 
The clinical psychology resident representatives on Training Committee are required to attend 
the Wednesday monthly meetings of the Training Committee and provide a report of any 
questions or concerns that the clinical psychology residents may have. The meetings are held in 
the 1st floor conference room, Duncan Bldg., Butler Hospital from 9:00am-10:00am. 
 
The clinical psychology resident representatives on the Training Committee serve as liaisons 
between the internship class and the Training Committee. While clinical psychology residents 
are expected to participate in discussions and provide the committee with input from the 
internship class, they are non-voting members of the committee. Clinical psychology residents 
are also requested to provide active input and representation on other committees within the 
Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program including the admission and diversity 
committees. 
 
Clinical psychology residents will also select representatives for the following committees: 
 
• Diversity Rep. Please select Diversity Committee 
• Invited Speakers Program Rep. Will extend an invitation to the speaker for the Academic 

Grand Rounds and organize the speaker's itinerary. (See Invited Speaker Program below) 
• Admissions Rep. Please select Duties of Admissions Representatives 

 
Clinical psychology residents select their representatives, at the first Internship Core seminar. 
 

 

Invited Speaker Program 
 
Each year the clinical psychology residents and postdoctoral fellows have the opportunity to 
invite a distinguished psychologist of their choice to Brown, to present Academic Grand Rounds 
in the Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior.  
 
The faculty coordinator of this activity is Dr. Tracy O'Leary-Tevyaw. The clinical psychology 
resident and postdoctoral fellows are requested to meet as soon as possible to elect a delegate 
to work with Dr. O'Leary-Tevyaw in coordinating this activity. The representatives will serve as 
liaison between the clinical psychology residents, postdoctoral fellows and Dr. O'Leary-Tevyaw; 
and assist in making arrangements for the invited speaker of their choice. The clinical 
psychology residents and postdoctoral fellows are requested to nominate their choices for 
invited speakers no later than September 15. 
 
Please contact Tracy O'Leary-Tevyaw at Tracy.O'Leary-Tevyaw@va.gov  with specific 
questions. 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iztOhfZNgO8fjkk1RDm40mpv-n7CW_I3/view?usp=sharing
https://www.brown.edu/academics/medical/psychiatry-and-human-behavior/diversity
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EEeopgs3dUnkc5sgYOg7WhwrqHcc9Mnf/view?usp=sharing
mailto:Tracy.O'Leary-Tevyaw@va.gov
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Didactics 
Nicole McLaughlin, PhD, Coordinator 
 
[NOTE:  DUE TO COVID-19, SOME LARGER SEMINARS MAY BE HELD IN VIRTUAL 
FORMAT. PLEASE VIEW SEMINAR GOOGLE CALENDAR FOR SPECIFICS] 
 
 
The Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program has two structured seminar series. First is 
the Core Seminar Series in which the attendance of all clinical psychology residents is 
required. The purpose of this series is to provide the clinical psychology residents with 
information regarding a broad range of topics relevant to professional development, ethical 
issues, and clinical practice and research with diverse populations. Topics are intended to 
provide the clinical psychology residents with knowledge that complements specific clinical 
topics covered within the Track Seminar Series. These meetings also provide the opportunity to 
interact with a broad range of faculty with whom the clinical psychology residents may not 
otherwise have regular contact. 
 
The second is Track Seminars (Adult, Child, Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine, 
and Neuropsychology).  Each track also offers a seminar series to meet the specific knowledge-
based objectives in its curriculum. The Track Seminar Series is required for all clinical 
psychology residents within the respective tracks, and is available to others on an optional 
basis.  
 
Trainees are able to miss up to 10% of seminars within each seminar series without need for 
making up the content. If more than 10% of seminars are missed, trainees should discuss 
options for making them up with the seminar coordinator.  
 
Each of the Clinical Psychology Internship seminars has a Google Calendar accessible to 
anyone with a Brown email address.  Within the calendar, clinical psychology residents will have 
access to: 
 

• Seminar Series Schedule 
• Handouts (if applicable) 
• Attendance & Evaluation Form (must be completed at completion of each seminar) 
 

Clinical psychology residents are also expected to attend the Department of Psychiatry and 
Human Behavior (DPHB) Academic Grand Rounds (which are mandatory). Grand Rounds is 
held on the 1st Wednesday of the month from 11:00am - 12:15pm at the Ray Conference 
Center, Butler Hospital. 

 
Department Required Didactics 

The Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior (DPHB) Academic Grand Rounds are 
mandatory. They are held on the 1st Wednesday of the month from 11:00am - 12:15pm at 
the Ray Conference Center, Butler Hospital. 
 
The first Grand Rounds of the academic year will be held on September 7! 
 
Catered clinical psychology resident luncheon meetings are held immediately following Grand 
Rounds each month (with the exception of January). The September luncheon meeting will be 
held on the 2nd floor of Ray Hall in Room 2.  The remaining luncheon meetings will be held 
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each month in the Back Hall of Ray Conference Center.  The Director of Training typically 
attends these luncheons. 
 

Title Coordinator Description Time & Location Attendance 
Required 

DPHB Academic 
Grand Rounds 

Chair’s Office Grand Rounds is 
offered monthly to all 
fellows, residents, and 
faculty and features 
nationally known 
faculty presenting their 
research 

1st Wednesday of 
each month (Sept-
June) 
11-12:30pm  
Butler Hospital 
Ray Conference 
Center 
(Program sponsored 
Grand Rounds is 
held in May) 

Mandatory all 
trainees 

Child & Adolescent 
Grand Rounds  
 
*Noted on the DPHB 
Grand Rounds 
announcement 

Child Psychiatry Child Grand Rounds is 
offered monthly to all 
fellows, residents, and 
faculty and features 
nationally known 
faculty presenting their 
research 

2nd Wednesday of 
each month (Sept-
June) 
11-12:00pm 
Bradley Hospital 
Pine Room   

If in a Child -
focused, you 
may be 
required to 
attend. Speak 
with your 
supervisor 

 
Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program Seminars  
 

Title Coordinator Description Time & Location Attendance Required 

Core Seminar Series 
 
 

Rebecca 
McLean, PhD 

Seminar cover 
broad content 
issues relevant to 
all tracks. There 
are also numerous 
seminars dedicated 
to professional 
development. 

Wednesdays, 
4:30pm - 6:00pm 
Butler Hospital  
Duncan 
Conference Room 
(Rm. 159) or Zoom 
(as noted on 
schedule) 

All clinical psychology 
residents 

F32 Seminar Series Elissa Jelalian, 
PhD 

Guidance in writing 
an F32 application. 

1st Wednesday of 
month, Aug-Nov 
5:00pm - 6:30pm 
Butler Hospital  
Duncan 
Conference Room 
(Rm. 159) or Zoom 
(as noted on 
schedule) 

Optional - For clinical 
psychology residents 
interested in 
submitting an F32 
training grant 

Adult Track Seminars Melanie Bozzay, 
PhD 

Each week, 
a different faculty 
member presents 
on their field of 
expertise, 
incorporating case 
presentations, 
discussion of 
empirically-
supported 
treatments and 
research findings. 

Thursdays, 
3:30pm - 5:00pm 
Butler Hospital 
Ray Hall Room 5 
or Zoom (as noted 
on schedule) 

All Adult Track clinical 
psychology residents 

Child Track Seminars 
 

David 
Lichtenstein, 
PhD & Alexis 
Lamb, PhD 

Seminars vary in 
format (didactic 
presentation, group 
discussion, 

Wednesdays, 
9:00am - 10:30am 
Coro West, Coro 
East, or Zoom (as 

All Child Track clinical 
psychology residents 
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problem-based 
learning, etc.). 

noted on 
schedule) 

Health 
Psychology/Behavioral 
Medicine Track 
Seminars 

Emily Gathright, 
PhD 

Seminars cover 
content issues 
relevant 
to clinical 
experiences that 
clinical psychology 
residents will 
encounter while on 
internship. 

Thursdays, 
8:30am -10:00am 
CBPM 
Coro West - 3rd 
Floor, "Big Red" 
Conference Room 
One Hoppin Street 
or Zoom (as noted 
on schedule) 

All Health 
Psychology/Behavioral 
Medicine Track clinical 
psychology residents 

Neuropsychology 
Track Seminars 
 

Sherri 
Provencal, PhD 

Faculty present on 
topics relevant to 
knowledge and 
skills specific to 
clinical 
neuropsychology 
and also meet 
together for 
Neuropsychology 
Rounds. 

Thursdays, 
4:00pm - 5:30pm 
Rhode Island 
Hospital 
APC Building 
Neurology 
Conference Room, 
5th Floor, (Rm. 
567) or Zoom (as 
noted on 
schedule) 

All Neuropsychology 
Track clinical 
psychology residents 

 
Seminar Schedule Links 
Note: If links do not work, please copy and paste the address directly into your browser. 
 
Core Seminar – https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u-
RNOhKsoKr9KiHezN3R5ix3nChOH46MkAj7aIREWDo/edit?usp=sharing  
 
Adult Track Seminar –  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-
gE8eLKXeoBwwHsFL9z6jJ0UcD_K5xHsmPlBT5ED7Eg/edit?usp=sharing  
 
Child Track Seminar –  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e-
ps_f6jVYGWA_93rXf2LgCQ7ZNEcsjan7UGL97I7Bk/edit?usp=sharing  
 
Beh Med Track Seminar – 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14KcQVWHKoxmrzwSvbkwmne5knZS-
T0E2YQoEwjF6vYY/edit?usp=sharing 
 
Neuro Track Seminar –  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tgwyrerFHlk2fl2YURO06_Mt6BfJXt860RVZdS7JrCM/ed
it?usp=sharing  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u-RNOhKsoKr9KiHezN3R5ix3nChOH46MkAj7aIREWDo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u-RNOhKsoKr9KiHezN3R5ix3nChOH46MkAj7aIREWDo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-gE8eLKXeoBwwHsFL9z6jJ0UcD_K5xHsmPlBT5ED7Eg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-gE8eLKXeoBwwHsFL9z6jJ0UcD_K5xHsmPlBT5ED7Eg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e-ps_f6jVYGWA_93rXf2LgCQ7ZNEcsjan7UGL97I7Bk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e-ps_f6jVYGWA_93rXf2LgCQ7ZNEcsjan7UGL97I7Bk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14KcQVWHKoxmrzwSvbkwmne5knZS-T0E2YQoEwjF6vYY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14KcQVWHKoxmrzwSvbkwmne5knZS-T0E2YQoEwjF6vYY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tgwyrerFHlk2fl2YURO06_Mt6BfJXt860RVZdS7JrCM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tgwyrerFHlk2fl2YURO06_Mt6BfJXt860RVZdS7JrCM/edit?usp=sharing
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Rotation Assignments 
 
2022-2023 Primary & Supplemental Rotation Assignments:   
 
Primary Rotation 1 
Primary Rotation 2 
Primary Rotation 3 (Adult and Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine Rotation 3 assignments 
are determined, and distributed, in the fall) 
 
Child Supplemental Rotations 
 
Neuropsychology Supplemental Rotations 

 
Rotation Assignment Procedures 
 
ADULT & HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY/BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE TRACKS: 
The Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program has a number of rotations available within 
each track or area of specialization. Clinical psychology residents are to complete two of the 
three, 4-month rotations within their track and do the third rotation either within track or outside 
of their area of specialization.  
 
First and Second Rotation Assignments: 
All first and second rotation assignment are made by the track committee and reviewed by the 
Training Committee. First and second rotation assignments are made on the basis of the 
residents' prior experience, training needs, and interests. For clinical psychology residents in the 
clinical-research focused slots, there are not distinct first and second rotations. The first 8 
months of the experience will be determined prior to entering the program. 
 
Third Rotation Assignments: 
Third rotation assignments are determined on the basis of a clinical psychology resident's stated 
interest, specific career goals and objectives, and training needs as determined by the Clinical 
Psychology Internship Training Program. Each clinical psychology resident should meet with his 
or her advisor and rank order their top choices for the third rotation. The clinical psychology 
resident will then forward this information to the Director of Training in mid-October. Based upon 
this information and assessment of the clinical psychology resident's training needs, third 
rotation assignments will be decided by the Director and reviewed by the Training Committee. 
Every effort will be made to meet each individual's request and ensure equity in the assignment 
process.  
 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGY TRACK: 
Clinical psychology residents in the Neuropsychology track stay within track for the entire year.  
The clinical psychology residents will complete three 4-month rotations, potentially including 
experiences at Butler Hospital, Rhode Island Hospital, and the Providence VA Medical Center. 
Clinical psychology residents' rotation assignments are made by the track faculty and reviewed 
by the Training Committee.  Rotation assignments are made on the basis of the clinical 
psychology residents' prior experience, training needs, and interests. Some of the clinical 
psychology residents will repeat a rotation. During these rotations, efforts will be made to 
provide new experiences. In addition to neuropsychology rotations, clinical psychology residents 
will also select one or more supplemental rotations. Each year, there will be several half day 
options for 4, 6, 8, or 12 months. These experiences emphasize psychotherapy/treatment and 
are designed to enhance or broaden intervention skills. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u6u_84wRwl6qQP8ut_4cS9GumyfnUla8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jQrtV6X32dTnRbxlIYTaoDzxgm7_SbWB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/133UN09Rut1hf_fJZ3ZJcfeddsGiQ6Yfs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Aq8ncze0oWmgOtWJYSjWzQMMgRqy4HA8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15LyhGtCwtNn2r4mS8UT_i7y-k_vSaRRL/view?usp=sharing
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CHILD TRACK: 
Clinical psychology residents in the Child Track will stay within track for the entire training year.  
The 3 clinical psychology residents specializing in Clinical Child Psychology complete the 
following three 4-month primary rotations at Bradley Hospital:  Adolescent Psychopathology, 
Childhood Psychopathology, and Developmental Disabilities.  The 2 clinical psychology 
residents specializing in Pediatric Psychology complete three 4-month primary rotations in the 
pediatric psychology program at Hasbro Children’s/Rhode Island Hospitals.  The pediatric 
primary rotations are organized in such a way that pediatric clinical psychology residents can 
participate in the following experiences over the course of the training year:  inpatient 
consultation liaison; a partial hospitalization program for combined medical/psychological 
concerns; a psychosocial oncology service; clinics focused on pain management, 
gastrointestinal disorders, and sleep; and a group therapy program for siblings of children with 
medical conditions or developmental disabilities. 
 
In addition to primary rotations, each child clinical and pediatric clinical psychology resident has 
1 day per week to select 2 or more supplemental rotations from a menu of clinical child and 
pediatric options (see options below). The supplemental rotations include full day or half day 
options for 4, 6, 8, or 12 months.  These supplemental rotations provide training within existing 
or new specialty areas and allow each clinical psychology resident to design an individualized 
training experience.  It is also possible to arrange supplemental rotations in adult clinical 
psychology, adult neuropsychology, and adult behavioral medicine.  Available adult experiences 
vary from year-to-year, and these are discussed by the clinical psychology resident in and their 
track coordinator. 
 
CLINICAL-RESEARCH FOCUSED RESIDENTS:  
Clinical research-focused residents complete one within track 8 month clinical rotation with a 
primary focus on a faculty mentor’s clinical research protocols rather than completing two 
different rotations. They also complete a third rotation assignment either within track or outside 
of their area of specialization. 
 
Rotation Specific Materials 
 
If there are materials or readings that are required for supervision, it is incumbent upon the 
supervisor to provide them. If a resident chooses to buy any such materials or books on their 
own, this would be their choice, not a requirement. 
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Rotation Descriptions 
 
Adult Track 
Heather Schatten, PhD, Track Coordinator 
 
The focus of the Adult Track is on the application of empirical behavioral science to the 
understanding and treatment of adult behavior disorders. The general goals are to promote the 
achievement of adequate levels of proficiency in the assessment and treatment of adult 
psychiatric disorders, including substance use disorders, and to prepare clinical psychology 
residents for careers that integrate clinical research with clinical practice. Clinical psychology 
residents are exposed to a broad spectrum of problems, ranging from mild to severe 
psychopathology, and develop skills in both assessment and intervention with a particular focus 
on cognitive-behavioral interventions. In addition, clinical psychology residents become familiar 
with biological components of adult psychopathology and acquire an awareness of the utility of 
psychotropic medications commonly used in the treatment of severe psychopathology. Clinical 
psychology residents also receive specialized training in one or two treatment interventions (i.e., 
cognitive therapy, exposure-oriented behavior therapy, dialectical behavior group therapy, 
motivational interviewing) suitable for outpatient cases. Issues relevant to the ethical and 
professional practice of psychology are stressed. 
 
Rotation Descriptions for the Adult Track: 
 
Alcohol and Drug Treatment Services (ADTS), Butler Hospital 
Intensive Outpatient Program for OCD and Anxiety Disorders Program, Butler Hospital 
Inpatient and Family Therapy Program, Rhode Island Hospital 
Collaborative Addiction & Recovery Services, VAMC 
Trauma Recovery Services (PTSD) Program, VAMC 
Women's Partial Hospital Program, Butler Hospital  
Postpartum Depression Day Hospital Program, Women & Infants 
MIDAS Project (Clinical Research focused), Rhode Island Hospital 
Acceptance & Mindfulness-Based Partial Hospital, Rhode Island Hospital 
 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1man_1ecD4nKB60Zd0sQZLx4iGFmfusyZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-YtkapnXGhbYA24TlpmBc9j28iuGX7K/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SzkNXTsLCkNYxvWd8xgpwqyqAr8CgAM6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1B3gijLoVWZJsxt44tBtgzqMMfM-cQ1ka/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L4KuE3cQfMuIOI5tPKAbxhXOxlaIBGux/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oFJ4tW_p9NubUUfWnEPLq5CPaRrObrcU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ua8V6Ma1BAizVbNK6KWgWc3AvjPyDBex/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mcuQYnu6cANQHO7V0zUcfeNf8vN2UUrq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_FayUUAujmy8ynGNWl8pkTQsMw92ZefE/view?usp=sharing
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Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine Track 
Megan Pinkston, PhD, Track Coordinator 
 
The primary goals of the Health Psychology/ Behavioral Medicine Track are to enable clinical 
psychology residents to understand the relationship between behavior and health, and to learn 
evidence-based assessments and interventions targeted toward health promotion, disease 
prevention, health behavior change, and management of chronic illness. Clinical psychology 
residents learn the biopsychosocial model of illness and, through their work with a variety of 
patient populations, become familiar with psychosocial factors and behaviors influencing 
adjustment and adaptation to chronic medical conditions. Clinical psychology residents also 
develop specific skills for behavioral consultation and intervention in general medical 
settings, such as primary care, and acquire an understanding of how a psychologist can be 
utilized in those settings. 
 
Rotation Descriptions for the Health Psychology Behavioral Medicine Track: 
 
Behavioral Medicine A, The Miriam Hospital 
Behavioral Medicine B, The Miriam Hospital 
Behavioral Medicine Primary Care A, VAMC 
Behavioral Medicine Primary Care B, VAMC 
Geropsychology, VAMC 
 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16qS8cWoQHBFPsw-9Ok1FhCcJfv2ijfYq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ProA0TKHqPBQlWB32kbn9Q6qe8UOLgH6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DfSseugWVr6xFDTosE4kCWRDpmbvkuke/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zTvcEnifFjhnbQMSp5rQPjpj4_rt4IPt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K_GP9-gAKpPBrOIuyUyvejUb6XmcPnIt/view?usp=sharing
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Child Track 
Jennifer Wolff, PhD, Track Coordinator 
 
The general goal of the Child Track is to provide training in the assessment and treatment of a 
variety of childhood disorders while allowing the clinical psychology residents to gain greater 
depth of experience in specific areas of interest within clinical child or pediatric psychology. 
Clinical psychology residents have access to a diverse range of patient populations (e.g., 
psychiatric, medical, school). The Child Track is organized in such a way as to allow clinical 
psychology residents to specialize in one of three areas: General Clinical Child Psychology, 
Pediatric Psychology, or Juvenile Justice/Behavioral Health. Clinical psychology residents in the 
Child Track also are involved in child or pediatric research placements. 
 
Rotation Descriptions for the Child Track: 
 
Child 
Adolescent Inpatient Unit (AIU), Bradley Hospital 
Children's Partial Hospital Program, Bradley Hospital 
Community-Based Therapeutic Schools, Bradley Hospital Schools 
Intensive Program for OCD, Bradley Hospital 
Adolescent Partial Hospital Program (APHP), Bradley Hospital 
 
Juvenile Justice Behavioral Health 
Rhode Island Family Court Clinic Program 
Adolescent Co-Occurring Disorders Outpatient Clinic Program (IOP), Bradley Hospital 
 
Pediatric Psychology (any combination of below) 
• Consultation Liaison 
• Hasbro 6 
• Cardiology 
• Hasbro Partial Hospital Program 
• Sleep 
• Diabetes Clinic 

 
Child and Pediatric Supplemental Rotations: 
Child Pediatric Anxiety Research Clinic (PARC) 
Child Outpatient DBT 
Child Adolescent Inpatient Unit (AIU) 
Child Early Childhood Clinic 
Child ASD Clinic 
Child Psychosis 
Child Primary Care Clinic 
Pediatric Sleep 
Pediatric Oncology 
Pediatric Feeding 
Pediatric Hematology 
 
Juvenile Justice Behavioral Health Supplemental Rotation: 
Adolescent Inpatient Unit (AIU), Bradley Hospital 
Juvenile Detention, Rhode Island Training School 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uMMx8wAQ13HU5OCa4Z45gphyOO6-vIMP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11opB7nOMBpauxbv39fe5kdqiEkyLr1sw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kh_pFzeXyC_j6Q-CD3gWrtW64NKJeRui/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_y3lYI9IldyvKh-1g91uAfRfdkLj7h-O/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tibFt7p2pEHlaiECWMOXZQu1NeWj99Fd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bn2riXNsSASDOyYlAE_fLY8jbRf6NGMV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18Zi5Z-8_eMoUJE2VeJHzd8X-kue8SpuA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19JTWfF3PC4kyjce4_NigAQW327YPEAXj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sRBc7tfNYflsTINPT-fnmsUflz4rY-ww/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1id2U2zkAnyxMJLp_deDsNk3NHoli1rQe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xhkbJ2TB72DEHTp1-HprhWCFg7j_zgKv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/131ZxQLz0pOcWIiBYB4D97QUn2H9WHFAX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xp1usCU7v7z-ET72WBVTPRANrTxyL8s1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13x_eMatJjdqlXS_FRpNBgdqpusdjHlBv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18PYDgtKja5YoUKaoHrFxKUm2wwDUKb1E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbseWVjGXU7hVWqL0uUfk-4iFmedorUD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z2hE4AsilePCBIU2oNv6hstwCUuua8Jv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L0lawT70smY0aJKpfB8xEroaMJVmOhPl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fBrfY6cMlv2JUFIEfym6dSQSPCYYDChG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gFzAPvZ9IWAlOFoRp6pdoJaehcAUegSc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/131ZxQLz0pOcWIiBYB4D97QUn2H9WHFAX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kAiprxVzstFUqz6rF_agzmCtQtXxGs8N/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-SPKhyhALziiihvfIOYPZxh-fNMol90M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pjCdBFYI7aOMKeNgwObC-dYY8osV7rA2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IbseWVjGXU7hVWqL0uUfk-4iFmedorUD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bZbR7eJ7diS_BkMLFLyHAVwt779g79--/view?usp=sharing
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Neuropsychology Track 
Megan Spencer, PhD, Track Coordinator 
 
The Neuropsychology Track rotations are designed to meet American Psychological 
Association (Division 40)/International Neuropsychological Society guidelines for internship 
training in clinical neuropsychology. Rotations therefore provide both didactic and experiential 
training in a) general clinical psychology; b) diagnosis, consultation, and treatment methods in 
neuropsychology; and c) methods and practices in neurology, neurosurgery, and psychiatry. 
Track rotations provide complementary experiences in general medical, psychiatric, and 
pediatric settings. A weekly Neuropsychology Seminar is taught by track faculty, and provides 
didactic instruction on such topics as neuropathology, neuroimaging, and specific 
neuropsychological disorders. 
 
Rotation Descriptions for the Neuropsychology Track: 
 
Psychiatric Neuropsychology, Butler Hospital 
Neuropsychological Assessment, VAMC 
Medical Neuropsychology, Rhode Island Hospital 
 
Neuropsychology Supplemental Rotations: 
 
Aging Families and Caregivers, Rhode Island Hospital 
Primary Care Behavioral Health, Family Care Center – Kent Hospital 
Rehabilitation Psychology, Lifespan Physicians Group, West River 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14vk2VbyQjLOfyx1BKT8SOUPJGIYK_gWV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IJ6h4XDzLJD3db6BmIk1MVkEtG0bsoEe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IayrHJkt6bIKR3AVV8yEm1MvnQFj9pp2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1se-KUS3GzQnqk8fAiQeuruM_9As2HMzm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16O54QafPWy5YuQcCeFomxuOlHEeODhOz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oX8tqF4FTfuFvLn1VhpWGIEOInIhSrXX/view?usp=sharing
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Clinical Research Focused Rotations 
(MIDAS Project) 
 
Structure 
 
1st 8 months: 

50% time in clinical research setting 
40% time in within-track clinical setting 
10% time in program didactics (i.e., track seminar, core seminar, and grand rounds) 

 
Last 4 months: 

60% time in clinical research setting 
40% time either within-track or out-of-track hospital clinic setting (third rotation elective) 
The 40% time for clinic activities is set aside as protected time and no part of it is to be 
reallocated to research or other activities without jeopardizing the goals of clinical 
training 

 
Overview and Statement of Purpose and Goals 
The purpose in training research-focused residents is to meet the aims of the Brown Clinical 
Psychology Internship Training Program while providing more concentrated clinical research 
training in a particular specialty area.  
 
The overall aims of the program reflect a commitment to the development of clinical 
psychologists who are clinical scientists with broad-based clinical and clinical research skills. 
The aims of the research-focused internship experience are implemented through a number of 
program components: (1) year-long concentrated clinical and research training; (2) 8-month 
broad within-track clinical training; (3) 4-month within-track or out-of-track clinical placement; (4) 
seminars; and (5) a faculty advisory process. The particular experiences acquired will vary 
according to the Track in which the clinical psychology resident is based, the combination of 
clinical experiences received, and the nature of the clinical psychology resident's research 
experience. 
 
Each clinical psychology resident must meet the specific training aims and core competencies 
within his/her particular Track (i.e., Adult, Child, Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine, or 
Neuropsychology). The Core Training Objectives (see at the end of document) provide an 
overall outline as to the knowledge and skill that all clinical psychology residents within the 
program are expected to demonstrate. They serve to ensure comparability in training objectives 
across Tracks, and also help to identify key areas of training that must be addressed by the 
program as a whole. 
 
Clinical Experience: 
At least half of the experience (20 hours total - 10 in research setting & 10 in clinical setting) 
shall consist of providing diagnosis, remediation techniques, assessment, therapy, other 
interventions, consultation, and interdisciplinary relationships. 
 
At least 25% time (10 hours total - 5 in research setting & 5 in clinical setting) face to face 
psychological services to patients / clients. 
 
No more than 25% of the experience (10 hours) can be spent in non-clinically related research. 
Clinical psychology residents must be involved with multidisciplinary teams with a minimum of 
two other disciplines whose expertise is relevant to treatment decision. 
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Experience limited to repetitious and routine tasks at the pre-professional level will not be 
accepted (i.e., administering and scoring structured tests, computing statistics, assisting in 
therapy). 
 
Didactic Experience: 
Clinical psychology residents are released (10% time total) from their research and clinical 
duties to attend track-specific seminar series, core seminar series, and monthly departmental 
grand rounds. 
 
Supervision Arrangement: 
At least 4 hours a week of regularly scheduled supervision are provided by at least two doctoral 
level licensed psychologists. At least 2 of these hours must be individual supervision. Only 
clinical supervision counts towards licensing requirements (administrative or non-clinical 
research supervision hours do not count). 
 
You will be required each week to report the number of hours of supervision you have received 
by an electronic survey. 
 
For each research-focused clinical psychology resident, the Track Coordinator will assure that 
the core clinical training objectives are being met in both the hospital-based clinic and research 
settings. The research supervisor cannot serve in this role. If the research supervisor also is 
Track Coordinator, then the Research Coordinator will serve in this role. 
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Research 
Cynthia Battle, PhD, Research Placement Coordinator 
 
Research Placement Assignments:  2022-2023 
 
Review your Research Placement Rotation Description! 
 
The Research Placement Program provides clinical psychology residents with opportunities to 
work on programmatic faculty research, typically grant funded projects. Clinical psychology 
residents are assigned to a project based upon experience, interests, training needs, and 
availability of training sites.   
 
Clinical psychology residents participate in a research placement experience throughout the 
course of the entire internship year at Brown. The purpose of the research placement program 
is to expose clinical psychology residents to clinical scientist role models and, in many cases, to 
the mechanics of running large-scale research studies and grants. Specific duties will vary 
depending upon the placement, but may include participating in one research meeting per 
week, administrative tasks, budget management, day-to-day running of the project, assisting 
with literature reviews, consulting on statistical analysis, data interpretation, manuscript writing, 
and grant writing. Clinical psychology residents may also consult on sub-projects that may exist 
within the data being collected or work with the primary investigator on developing new research 
sub-projects. 
 
Clinical psychology residents are to spend 4 hours per week for the entire internship 
year at their assigned research placement. Many clinical psychology residents also 
spend an additional 2 hours per week for preparation, literature review, writing, and other 
activities that can be conducted offsite. Each clinical psychology resident is responsible for 
scheduling the time of visits at their placement, taking into consideration convenience for the 
research project, as well as for their other internship duties. It is important that the clinical 
psychology resident maintain a regular schedule with his/her research placement. Problems that 
develop regarding the research placement experience should be handled by the faculty 
supervisor at the placement involved. In the event that a problem arises that cannot be resolved 
satisfactorily, Dr. Cynthia Battle, Research Placement Coordinator, should be consulted. 
 
TIMETABLE 
 
July – Contact research placement supervisor: 

• In conjunction with your research placement supervisor, set the time for placement hours 
(note, the timing of the research placement hours may vary by rotation, so it might shift 
accordingly in early November and early March). This is protected time and should be 
approximately four hours a week. 

• Discuss project participation so that you can outline your individualized training activities 
list. 

• Submit list of individualized training activities to the Training Office by the 
3rd week of training. 

 
 August  

• Review training activities with supervisor and begin work towards fulfilling your goals. 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GAk8kXUSH9cTPoD60-AdksgYllbNP9YL/view?usp=sharing
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End of 4 months: 
• Review progress toward your research placement training activities with your research 

placement supervisor. If necessary, address barriers to achieving your goals through 
ongoing discussion with your research supervisor. 

• Complete supervisor evaluation and have your supervisor complete Progress evaluation 
on MyEvaluations.com. (Note: Your mid-year update to the training director will be 
delayed if you should fail to do this in a timely manner!) 

• Submit a poster for the Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior Mind-Brain 
Research Day (typically in March). 

• Work toward fulfilling your goals. 
 
End of 8 months: 

• Complete supervisor evaluation and have your supervisor complete Progress evaluation 
on MyEvaluations.com. 

• Review progress toward your research placement training activities with your supervisor. 
 
End of 12 months: 

• Submit end of year supervisor evaluation and have your supervisor complete end of year 
trainee evaluation on MyEvaluations.com. 

• Complete Rotation Evaluation 
 
Contact information:  
Cynthia L. Battle, PhD, Professor of Psychiatry & Human Behavior 
Cynthia_Battle@brown.edu.  

mailto:Cynthia_Battle@brown.edu
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Research Placement Rotation Descriptions 
 
Below are Research Placement Rotation Descriptions assigned this training year. Research 
Placement Rotation Descriptions are listed by Track.  Review your Research Placement 
Rotation assignment to ensure that it is clear as to what the expectations are of the Research 
Placement Rotation! 
 
Adult Track 
 
Vista Clinical Research Group 

Research in Perinatal Mental Health 

Genetics, Epigenetics, Neurocognition, and Behavior 

Research in HIV and Chronic Pain 

Improving Personalized Addiction Care and Treatment 

Laboratory for Violence Prevention 

Transitions of Care Interventions for Psychiatric Inpatients 

Advanced Quantitative Approaches to Modeling Psychopathology 

 
Behavioral Medicine/Health Psychology Track 
 
Research in the Syndemic of HIV Risk, HIV, Substance Use, and Mental Health Among Sexual 

Minorities 

Examining the Implementation of Behavioral Medicine Interventions 

Mind & Heart: Psychosocial Mechanism of Cardiovascular Disease 

Tobacco Use, Co-use, Biomarkers, and Health Effects in Vulnerable Populations 

Obesity Clinical Research 

 
Child Track 
 
Pediatric Anxiety Disorders 

Adolescent Mood 

Adolescent Risk Prevention and Emotion Regulation 

Pediatric Health Disparities 

Pediatric Asthma and Food Allergy 

 
Neuropsychology Track 
 
Validating Digital Cognitive Markers of AD  

Neural Mechanisms of Risk and Resilience in Alzheimer’s Disease 

Researching Everyday Activities of Living (REAL) Lab 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11Ytn66cfablO4T2YdEqX0KVocbYz4YO0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xlSlbKBKrkQGg9jxOUOIgI4j4pape992/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/199CE79Ursp_dm6u0WEFZhGfn6HH8p5oU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10Ypnd7cpsg6bMrGfAmIA5G8pbBLg6f1k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FAR6FKcNeSEfQfWB3qablHSPYzRAkWiU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1N8eV2sgU3OENLN4_sSDu9dzpApnaDhAL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kgpQAsRkYLQQQ3GGgfsNbM22QYBHCoCG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PMKFZwn9BtzhVcgsqexle8g2vCwDf9CB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pkq-T42YETN7dvpep9RMzH1DJfRbXuHy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pkq-T42YETN7dvpep9RMzH1DJfRbXuHy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lNhGSZrzp-dPvrW4_aM6dQ1tGVS2Mb5B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u34QntCrSdHR_WR18RxTorwcFzediuJx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xjd75sdTv1W8IkigrYEpuJtymjfaLCwN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OwOhNXpi3IYAjO37CAg4MtuE23Dyg0j5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CprHPfJQf5Lv1laT5CVSVnmucKw3vFvZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RDMKgazoUMcdXVQHN7tNr45DTrcG3raT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18CF8hw_c5hCQ3woTwH9Zn_VZQTxz2Dt8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iHN0zBA3dYcjkT71GIcVxoL3le-iVY-o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DZBK76svr5L0v0pkowR-Fm2SQxmcD7t4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vMOkdxfUKVD9o5NjChrKYpKSufta8gBj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1panPvBcKIJMov3RHtgGtd6kMg35jCm86/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CPJ3vv6-PLCFkA4mrI0k3ouRTVD5zNeT/view?usp=sharing
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Research Grant Program 
 
Overview 
 
The Clinical Psychology Internship Research Grant Program was created to provide the 
opportunity for clinical psychology residents to apply for ‘seed money’ for small research 
projects during the internship year. This research is generally an outgrowth of the research 
placement, with the research placement supervisor serving as a mentor. Small, independent 
projects are appropriate, as are projects that build on the existing infrastructure of the mentor’s 
research program. Given budgetary constraints, projects should be focused in scope, and 
should attempt to answer a specific research question or questions. 
 
Examples of prior research projects that have received funding include the following: 
• Small survey studies designed by the clinical psychology resident 
• Original qualitative data collection (e.g., a series of focus groups to generate pilot data for a 

future project) 
• Projects implementing archival data analysis that may require additional research assistant 

time (e.g., coding videotapes, entering additional data) 
 
Application  
 
Applications are limited to 5 pages total, and should include the following components: 
1. Specific Aims, describing the overall purpose of the project. 
2. Research Plan, including all aspects of the methods and any references. 
3. Budget, itemizing how the funds will be spent. 
4. References 
5. Letter of support from the research mentor, indicating that no alternative sources of 

support are available for this specific project. 
 
Application Deadline 
 
September 15. Funds will be awarded no later than October 15.  Completed applications may 
be emailed (as one pdf file) directly to Kelly_Griffin@Brown.edu. 
 
Review Process 
 
In evaluating the applications, reviewers will consider 1) the methodological rigor of the project, 
2) the potential of the project to generate a conference presentation, manuscript, and/or pilot 
data for future grant applications, and 3) the budgetary request (e.g., are the funds requested 
appropriate? Could the project be completed without these funds?).  
 
Grants will be evaluated by a minimum of two independent reviewers.  Funding Decisions will 
be made by the subcommittee consisting of the reviewers and the training director. 
 
Budget 
 
There is a total of $7,000 available per internship year. The maximum allowable budgeted 
amount per application is $5000. The typical application is funded at approximately $2500. 
Payments will be authorized only when received by May 30th and accompanied by bills, 
receipts, or other appropriate documentation. 
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If you request payment for the services of a research assistant or data entry personnel, 
please be advised direct payment to employees who are not employed by Butler Hospital is not 
allowed. The employee should be paid by their employer and the Brown Clinical Psychology 
Internship Training Program will reimburse the employer directly. 
 
If you request gift cards for subject payment, please be aware that Butler allows for Stop n 
Shop and Target gift card purchases.  Electronic gift cards are not allowed. 
 
If you request payment for equipment (e.g. computer, software, PDA, video camera etc.) 
please be advised that the equipment will be the property of the Clinical Psychology Training 
Programs at Brown.  Once the project is completed, the faculty mentor can request to use the 
equipment in related research.  If in the future other clinical psychology residents are interested 
in using the equipment for research, the Training Committee will request that it be loaned to the 
clinical psychology residents. 
 
No reimbursement for research related expenditures can be provided after May 30. 
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Long-Term Therapy Experience 
 
Long-Term Therapy Assignments:  2022-2023 
 
Review Rotation Description for the Long-Term Therapy experience! 
 
Long-Term Therapy information for Adult and Health Psychology/Behavioral 
Medicine tracks. 
 
Clinical psychology residents are required to carry long-term outpatient psychotherapy cases 
throughout the training year under the supervision of a licensed clinical psychologist who is also 
a member of the training faculty. Outpatients are seen through the Butler Hospital Universal 
Treatment Program (UTP), the Rhode Island Hospital Outpatient Psychiatry Department, or the 
PVAMC. It is expected that you will carry 2 such cases at any given time. Long-term cases that 
do not last a full year, and terminate prior to April 30, should be replaced as they terminate. 
Clinical psychology residents will be notified of the location of their placement at the beginning 
of the training year.  
 
Long-Term Therapy Experience - Adult Track Clinical Psychology Residents 
 
Please note that the Adult Track Faculty has agreed to provide 4 hours per week of release 
time so that you may see your outpatients. If you rotate to another training site, please be 
mindful that you will have to travel to your outpatient site to continue to see your patients. Given 
that schedules vary from site to site (especially during the third, out-of-track placement), please 
discuss this requirement with your rotation supervisors so that you obtain approved “release 
time” to see your outpatients. If you encounter any scheduling conflicts, please discuss the 
issue with Dr. Garnaat or Dr. Lambert (for VA outpatients) and your rotation supervisor.  
 
Butler Hospital Experiences 
Sarah Garnaat, PhD, Coordinator  
 
For details to best facilitate the Butler Hospital experience, go to Long-Term Therapy Cases 
at Butler Hospital.  View a listing of Butler Hospital Supervisors 21-22. 
 
Rhode Island Hospital Experiences 
Sarah Garnaat, PhD, Coordinator 
 
For details to best facilitate the Rhode Island Hospital experience, go to Long-Term Therapy 
Cases at Rhode Island Hospital.  
 
PVAMC Experiences  
Jennifer Lambert, PhD, Coordinator  
 
For details to best facilitate the PVAMC experience, go to Long-Term Outpatient Cases at the 
VAMC 
 
Long-Term Therapy Experience - Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine Clinical 
Psychology Residents 
 
Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine Experiences 
Elizabeth Chattillion, PhD, Coordinator 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MoF_FIxviwY8D2ecGWpSA5k3dueBXGIs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kYnhKvAK0OF7iYh9CyEylbaCaoSoGn6O/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m3DPCAGtuTAB9KWVxF-EIMOcs0-uM-I-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m3DPCAGtuTAB9KWVxF-EIMOcs0-uM-I-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P_B8Se8sGVYnfSO8NyQkNlIJtBPMnbWu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ipPH_X12_NEJIOb0gNdrZbfG_Xc5Ah2a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ipPH_X12_NEJIOb0gNdrZbfG_Xc5Ah2a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JRPtDTRGxTJYQpChbSLTGQrI839EqKcG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JRPtDTRGxTJYQpChbSLTGQrI839EqKcG/view?usp=sharing
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As part of the year-long clinical internship, Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine clinical 
psychology residents provide treatment for long-term outpatient psychotherapy cases under the 
supervision of a licensed clinical psychologist who is also a member of the training faculty. 
Guidelines have been established to ensure that clinical psychology residents successfully 
complete this component of their internship training. 
 
For Guidelines for Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine Long-Term Therapy experience, go 
to Long-Term Therapy for Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine. 
 

http://brown.edu/academics/medical/about/departments/psychiatry-and-human-behavior/training/clinical/sites/brown.edu.academics.medical.about.departments.psychiatry-and-human-behavior.training.clinical/files/uploads/Beh%20Med%20Long%20Term%20Outpatient%20Procedures%2013-14.docx
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18QXCTMudCZ70fj7p7jj9O4latedNSIqu/view?usp=sharing
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Evaluation 
Melanie Dubard, PhD, Coordinator 
 
Clinical psychology residents are evaluated during each clinical rotation by their rotation 
supervisors. Evaluation is based on a detailed competency-based format that emphasizes the 
acquisition of specific clinical knowledge and skills. Evaluations occur half-way through the 
course of the rotation and at the end of the rotation. Performance at his/her research placement 
is also evaluated every 4 months.  
 
Clinical psychology residents are required to evaluate their faculty supervisors for each rotation. 
These evaluations are completed by the clinical psychology residents at the end of each clinical 
rotation and at the end of the 4th month and 12th month of their year-long research placement 
experience. 
 
A clinical psychology resident must demonstrate competence at an intermediate, or 
advanced level, at the end of the training year in order to fulfill the requirements of the 
Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program.  The core training areas are: 
 

1. Ethics & Legal Standards 
2. Professionalism & Self-Awareness 
3. Interpersonal & Communication Skills 
4. Assessment & Diagnosis 
5. Effective Intervention 
6. Consultation 
7. Supervision & Teaching 
8. Research & Scholarly Activities  
9. Cultural & Individual Diversity 

 
Clinical psychology residents should be engaged in an open, ongoing dialogue with their 
supervisors in reviewing their progress. Clinical psychology residents have the right to appeal 
any evaluation that they have received. If a disagreement cannot be resolved between the 
clinical psychology resident and supervisor, the clinical psychology resident's advisor should be 
contacted to ensure that the proper procedures for appeals and due process are followed 
(See Remediation/Grievance Policy). 
 
The Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program maintains ongoing communication with 
each clinical psychology resident's graduate training program throughout the year. Letters are 
sent to graduate training programs four times during training: 
 
1. Prior to start of the internship, we provide the assigned clinical and research training 

experiences. 
2. After initial meeting with Director of Training, we provide an update on the clinical 

psychology resident’s current rotation experiences and overall adjustment to the program. 
3. Mid-point of the internship year, we provide a brief overview of the clinical psychology 

resident's experiences to date, his/her general progress, as well as the experiences planned 
for the remainder of the year. 

4. End-point of the year, we provide a summary of the clinical psychology resident’s 
experience and performance.  

 
There is also a record of this correspondence in the office of the Director of Training. 
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Evaluation - Instructions 
 
Evaluations (e.g., Evaluation of Internship Competencies, Evaluation of Supervisor/Mentor, and 
Evaluation of Rotation) are completed online through MyEvaluations.com. You will receive your 
username and password via e-mail directly from MyEvaluations.com. If you have not received 
this e-mail, please let the Training Office know.  
 
To login, follow the steps below: 
 
1) Web address: www.MyEvaluations.com 
 
2) Login:  Type in your username and password.  
Select the login button in order to securely log into MyEvaluations.com. (If you do not remember 
your username/password, then click "Forgotten Your Username/Password" and enter your 
registered email address. Click OK - your information will be immediately e-mailed to you.) 
 
Evaluations are assigned based upon the most current information provided to the training office 
at the start of the training year.  In the event that a change is needed, complete 
the MyEvaluations Assignment Change Request Form. 
 
View Evaluation Instructions & Time Frame! 
  

http://www.myevaluations.com/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd4E_Yn6FoNt7pJfXlE7RBXEhq51cMDn_EZ58KWTLsu-I479Q/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YvBnkFWQ2TQGIrDhhe3YRBTtLO8bUVol/view?usp=sharing
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Evaluation - Primary & Supplemental Rotations 
  
Review your Rotation Description! 
 
The Rotation Descriptions are listed by track. Clinical psychology residents should review the 
rotation descriptions of your assigned rotations at the beginning of each rotation to ensure that 
they are clear as to what the expectations are of the rotation. [Note: every rotation may not 
provide opportunities to demonstrate every competency.  For example, supervision 
experiences are not provided on every rotation.] The goal is for you to demonstrate 
competency in all areas of training by the end of the training year, based on your training and 
experiences across all rotations and training experiences. Any questions or concerns about the 
specific rotation expectations and/or experiences should be raised with your rotation 
supervisor(s) as early as possible to avoid potential problems or misunderstandings at the time 
of your evaluations. 
 
Evaluation Time Frame: 
You are evaluated by your supervisor(s) at the middle and end of each primary and 
supplemental rotation. E-mails are sent automatically from MyEvaluations, letting your 
supervisor(s) know what evaluations need to be completed and when they are due. You need to 
schedule a meeting with your supervisor(s) to review the evaluations face-to-face. Once they 
have finalized your evaluation in the MyEvaluations system, the system will prompt you to 
review the evaluation and acknowledge that it is correct and that you and your supervisor had 
an opportunity to review it together face-to-face.  Click here to see a sample of the 
MyEvaluations Progress Evaluation Form and End Evaluation Form. 
 
You will have an opportunity to evaluate your supervisor(s) and rotation experience at the 
end of each rotation. You will also receive an e-mail from MyEvaluations to inform you of what 
evaluations need to be completed and when they are due.  [Note:  You will receive notification 
e-mails well before the evaluations are due.  Please do not complete them until shortly before 
the due date listed.  If completed too early, the evaluation(s) will be sent back.] After the 
evaluations are entered via the on-line system, clinical psychology residents must print a 
hard copy of the supervisor/mentor evaluation form and schedule a meeting with their 
supervisor(s) to discuss the evaluation before submitting the final version of the 
evaluation.  You should be providing feedback to your supervisors AFTER they have provided 
you with feedback on your evaluation. After this meeting is held, the final evaluations should be 
submitted by clicking on the “Finish / Final Submission” button at the bottom of the evaluation 
form. Your supervisor will be prompted to review and acknowledge your evaluation of them in 
the MyEvaluations system after you have finalized it.  Click here to see a sample of the 
MyEvaluations Supervisor Evaluation Form, and Rotation Evaluation Form. 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bmlXCQqN_y-moimjIfuctKRrV7F3jp3-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fCHlwrIywCbGFb__L7bucs2Hxq8oJhuk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZUL8sTGi3lW_Qslj32dc88JfbX8R4Pkt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OgzGHKAhCki97VgIiHUNntK-tl4xnhxN/view?usp=sharing
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Evaluation - Research Placement & Long-Term 
Therapy Rotation 
 
Research Placement (all clinical psychology residents) 
 
Review your Research Placement Rotation Description! 
 
Research Placement Rotation Individualized Training Activities & Time Frame: 
By your 3rd week of training, you should have developed your INDIVIDUALIZED TRAINING 
ACTIVITIES for the RESEARCH PLACEMENT.  Click here for a Sample of Training 
Activities and for a blank Training Activities Form.  
 
You should review these activities with your supervisor(s)/mentor(s) and submit to the training 
office for faculty review and your file.   
 
You are evaluated by your supervisor(s) every four months, at 4, 8 and 12 months, during 
your research placement. E-mails are sent automatically from MyEvaluations, letting your 
supervisor(s) know what evaluations need to be completed and when they are due. You need to 
schedule a meeting with your supervisor(s) to review the evaluations face-to-face. Once they 
have finalized your evaluation in the MyEvaluations system, the system will prompt you to 
review the evaluation and acknowledge that it is correct and that you and your supervisor had 
an opportunity to review it together face-to-face.  Click here to see a sample of the 
MyEvaluations Progress Evaluation Form and End Evaluation Form. 
 
You will have an opportunity to evaluate your research placement supervisor(s) at the 4, 8, 
and 12 month points during the training year. You are encouraged to provide feedback 
regarding this training experience within the Evaluation of Supervisor/Mentor form that you 
complete. You will receive an e-mail from MyEvaluations to inform you of what evaluations need 
to be completed and when they are due.  [Note:  You will receive notification e-mails well before 
the evaluations are due.  Please do not complete them until shortly before the due date listed.  If 
completed too early, the evaluation(s) will be sent back.] After the evaluations are entered via 
the on-line system, clinical psychology residents should schedule a meeting with their 
supervisor(s) to discuss the evaluations before submitting the final versions. You should be 
providing feedback to your supervisor(s) AFTER they have provided you with feedback on your 
evaluation. After this meeting is held, the final evaluations should be submitted by clicking on 
the “Finish / Final Submission” button at the bottom of the evaluation form. Your supervisor 
will be prompted to review and acknowledge your evaluation of them in the MyEvaluations 
system after you have finalized it.  Click here to see a sample of the 
MyEvaluations Supervisor Evaluation Form. 

 
Long-Term Therapy Experience (Adult and Health Psychology/Behavioral Medicine clinical 
psychology residents only) 
 
Review the Long-Term Therapy Rotation Description! 
 
Evaluation Time Frame: 
You are evaluated by your supervisor(s) every four months, at 4, 8 and 12 months, during 
your long-term therapy experience. 
 
E-mails are sent automatically from MyEvaluations, letting your supervisors know what 
evaluations need to be completed and when they are due. You need to schedule a meeting with 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1567pzW6Scm-7wsSXQcHBHmvjowaHA56s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1567pzW6Scm-7wsSXQcHBHmvjowaHA56s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b9aJ_I_OSLbTpE1IdJOlIgvf6-PeYF2B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bmlXCQqN_y-moimjIfuctKRrV7F3jp3-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fCHlwrIywCbGFb__L7bucs2Hxq8oJhuk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZUL8sTGi3lW_Qslj32dc88JfbX8R4Pkt/view?usp=sharing
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your supervisor(s) to review the evaluations face-to-face. Once they have finalized your 
evaluation in the MyEvaluations system, the system will prompt you to review the evaluation 
and acknowledge that it is correct and that you and your supervisor had an opportunity to review 
it together face-to-face.  Click here to see a sample of the MyEvaluations Progress 
Evaluation Form and End Evaluation Form. 
 
You will have an opportunity to evaluate your long-term therapy supervisor(s) at 4, 8, & 12 
months and rotation experience at 6 and 12 months. 
 
You are encouraged to provide feedback regarding these training experiences within the 
Evaluation of Supervisor/Mentor form that you complete. You will receive an e-mail from 
MyEvaluations to inform you of what evaluations need to be completed and when they are due. 
[Note:  You will receive notification e-mails well before the evaluations are due.  Please do not 
complete them until shortly before the due date listed.  If completed too early, the evaluation(s) 
will be sent back.] After the evaluations are entered via the on-line system, clinical psychology 
residents should schedule a meeting with their supervisor(s) to discuss the evaluations before 
submitting the final versions. You should be providing feedback to your supervisors AFTER they 
have provided you with feedback on your evaluation. After this meeting is held, the final 
evaluations should be submitted by clicking on the “Finish / Final Submission” button at the 
bottom of the evaluation form. Your supervisor will be prompted to review and acknowledge 
your evaluation of them in the MyEvaluations system after you have finalized it.  Click here to 
see a sample of the MyEvaluations Supervisor Evaluation Form and Rotation Evaluations 
Form. 
 

Anonymous Evaluation of Supervisor/Mentor & 
Training 
 
Although trainees are encouraged to share any feedback with their supervisors directly, such 
that it can be discussed and incorporated into future training experiences, it is understood that 
there are some circumstances in which it can be difficult to deliver feedback. If you find yourself 
in such a situation, you are encouraged to seek out guidance from your faculty advisor and/or 
track coordinator regarding how you might be able to approach your supervisor in a professional 
manner to discuss your feedback constructively. 
 
If you do not feel comfortable doing this, or if you and your faculty advisor or track coordinator 
determine that it would not be in your best interest to deliver your feedback directly to your 
supervisor, you can utilize the Confidential Comments text box at the bottom of 
your Supervisor evaluation form and/or Rotation evaluation form.  
 
Comments given in the Confidential Comments section can only be reviewed by the Training 
Director. 
 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bmlXCQqN_y-moimjIfuctKRrV7F3jp3-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bmlXCQqN_y-moimjIfuctKRrV7F3jp3-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fCHlwrIywCbGFb__L7bucs2Hxq8oJhuk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZUL8sTGi3lW_Qslj32dc88JfbX8R4Pkt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OgzGHKAhCki97VgIiHUNntK-tl4xnhxN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OgzGHKAhCki97VgIiHUNntK-tl4xnhxN/view?usp=sharing
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Committee on Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and 
Belonging (DEIB)  
 
Based on this commitment, the Clinical Psychology Training Programs at Brown established a 
Diversity Committee in 2000, which has been an ongoing, vibrant element of our program.  The 
Committee on Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Belonging (DEIB) informs didactics and assists in 
recruiting trainees and faculty from diverse backgrounds, as well as those interested in diversity-
related research or clinical practice.  Faculty, postdoctoral fellows and clinical psychology 
residents are represented on the committee. If you are interested in joining the DEIB, contact 
Dr. Ernestine Jennings.   
 
The DEIB also coordinates a “Diversity Mentoring Program” to match trainees of diverse 
backgrounds and/or interested in diversity research with faculty mentors.  The primary 
objectives of the Diversity Mentoring Program are to facilitate networking and career 
development among trainees and faculty of the Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior 
(DPHB) and the Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies (CAAS), as well as to offer trainees 
and faculty opportunities to discuss clinical, research, and professional issues relevant to 
diversity in a supportive collegial environment. For our purposes, diversity is defined broadly to 
include, but is not limited to, issues of gender, religion, culture, age, race/ethnicity, sexual 
orientation, nationality, disabilities, and socio-economic background. You are qualified to be a 
mentee if you are a trainee or a junior faculty member affiliated with DPHB or CAAS.  Look for 
the next enrollment opportunity via email or contact Dr. Athene Lee. 
 

 

Moonlighting 
 
Clinical psychology residents are not permitted to engage in the practice of psychology outside 
of the Brown Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program. It is necessary for the program to 
prohibit such outside practice or "moonlighting" because the program is responsible for 
overseeing all practice-related activities of clinical psychology residents, as they are not 
licensed to practice psychology independently within the State of Rhode Island. 
 
Clinical psychology residents are not permitted to engage in other non-clinical outside activities 
(e.g. Coding videotapes on a research project) during 1st rotation (the first 4 months for Clinical- 
Research focused residents) because of the potential for interference with training, the primary 
commitment for this year of your professional development. 
 
Permission to moonlight on research activities during 2nd and 3rd rotation is granted by the 
Training Committee on occasion. To request permission to participate in non-clinical outside 
activities, the clinical psychology resident must submit a written request to the Director of 
Training. 
 
 

Media Requests 
 
On occasion clinical psychology residents and postdoctoral fellows have been approached by 
the media to give an interview or provide information on a topic in which they may have special 
knowledge or involvement. However, special procedures must be followed by the trainee prior to 

mailto:EJennings1@lifespan.org
mailto:Athene_Lee@Brown.edu
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any communication with the media including television, radio or newspapers. Clinical 
psychology residents and postdoctoral fellows who are approached by the media must obtain 
approval from their respective hospital Chief of Service and the Director of Training to ensure 
that all administrative and ethical issues have been properly addressed prior to their 
appearance or the provision of information. 
 

 
Stipends & Benefits 
 
Clinical psychology residents receive their financial support from either Butler Hospital or the 
Providence VA Medical Center. 
 
Stipends 
 
The 22-23 stipend for Butler-paid clinical psychology residents is $29,000. In addition, Butler-
paid clinical psychology residents are provided a $1,000 travel allowance for professional 
meetings and convention travel. The allowance can be obtained as reimbursement for 
expenditures associated with professional meetings or convention travel (e.g., registration, 
airfare, room and board, etc.    
 
The 22-23 stipend for PVAMC-paid clinical psychology residents is $29,282 
 
Both Butler Hospital and the Providence VA Medical Center withhold taxes from clinical 
psychology residents' pay.  
 
Benefits 
 
Individual and family health insurance is provided by both institutions. Cost varies by institution.  
Dental is not included. 
 
Support 
 
Clinical psychology residents are provided with appropriate office space and equipment at each 
of their rotations. They are also provided with access to telephone and photocopy services to 
complete their clinical duties on each of their rotations. The specific amounts and/or procedures 
for such activities will vary from rotation to rotation and clinical psychology residents are 
required to clarify these details in advance with their rotation supervisors. If clinical psychology 
residents are unable to obtain necessary support, they are instructed to contact the Director of 
Training who will make every effort to meet all reasonable requests for secretarial and facilities 
assistance. 
 
Support for the clinical psychology resident's personal or private use, such as copying or typing 
a dissertation, is not the responsibility of the Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program. 
 
Brown Benefits 
 
Clinical Psychology Residents in the Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior in the 
Alpert Medical School of Brown University receive an academic appointment of "Clinical 
Psychology Intern" (The title "Clinical Psychology Intern is your official Brown University title 
only.  "Clinical Psychology Resident" is your Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior 
and Hospital title). 
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Your official term of appointment as a trainee is determined through the Training 
Program and the Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior.  All verifications of 
training should be directed to the Clinical Psychology Training Program. 
 
Brown ID 
 
As a clinical psychology resident or a postdoctoral fellow you are entitled to receive a Brown 
University ID card which will provide you access to Brown University facilities and the libraries.  
With a Brown ID, Ride RIPTA Buses or Trolleys for Free! Current faculty, staff, and students 
are able to ride any RIPTA bus or trolley anytime, anywhere in the state at no charge. How it 
Works:  Swipe your Brown ID through RIPTA's farebox and take a seat – it's that easy! Rides 
will be electronically counted and RIPTA will bill the University monthly. 
 
Bear Bargains is a discount program for all members of the Brown community. A Brown ID 
Card allows students, faculty, and staff access to a variety of discounts and services in the 
Providence area community and beyond. Visit the Faculty Perks and Benefits page on 
University’s website for more information! 
 
The Brown I.D. card also provides access to Brown facilities such as the athletic complex and 
the libraries. It should be noted that the athletic facilities can be used only with purchase of 
membership for "Brown/RISD Faculty/Staff Individual or Spouse".  
 
A Brown email account is established for each clinical psychology resident. 
  

https://www.brown.edu/about/administration/biomed/faculty-affairs/faculty-perks-and-benefits#Software
https://brownrec.com/sports/2018/4/27/Membership-brownmembership.aspx
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Leave Policy & Request Form 
 
All clinical psychology residents must clear the vacation, professional and sick time with the 
rotation supervisor. 
 
Complete the Leave of Absence Request Form and email to your supervisor and the training 
office(clinical_psychology_leave@brown.edu) for approval at least 1 week prior to leave (sick 
time should be submitted upon return). Your supervisor will "reply all" indicating their approval. 
The training office does not need to approve this request and will only reply if clarification is 
needed. This format should be followed for reporting vacation, sick, and professional time for 
both Butler-paid and VA-paid clinical psychology residents. VA-paid clinical psychology 
residents will also submit time off via the VA computer system. 
 
• No more than 7 days of vacation and/or professional time may be taken PER 

ROTATION. If there are extenuating circumstances contact the Training Director. 
• Protected research time cannot be used during travel periods. Time spent traveling away 

from the office must be reported as either vacation or professional time (if traveling for a 
conference).   

• Vacation or professional time cannot be taken during the last two weeks of June. 
 
Please refer to the Clinical Psychology Training Consortium's Extended Leave Policy and 
Request Form if a longer medical leave of absence is required due to: 
 

• the birth of a child, or placement of a child for adoption of foster care or guardianship 
• to care for a spouse, child, or parent who has a serious health condition 
• for the trainee’s own serious health condition 
• Any other leave consistent with the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) 

 
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY RESIDENTS EMPLOYED BY BUTLER HOSPITAL: 
Vacation: 10 days for the year as of July 1st. 
 
Professional: 10 days for conferences, colloquium, job interviews, dissertation 
defense. (Please note:  No more than 3 days will be granted for dissertation defense; 
professional days will not be granted to attend graduation.)    
 
Sick: 12 accrued days. 
 
Holiday: 10 
 
 Independence Day 
 Victory Day 
 Labor Day 
 Columbus Day/Indigenous Peoples' Day 
 Veterans Day 
 Thanksgiving Day 
 Christmas Day 
 New Year's Day 
 MLK Day 
 Memorial Day 

 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m23JFlAgCB6FAWy3HFaradkELLJYc8Qi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDTCgJDRnRbme3iuGLbBV3n5-Fz7EwoF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDTCgJDRnRbme3iuGLbBV3n5-Fz7EwoF/view?usp=sharing
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CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY RESIDENTS EMPLOYED BY THE VAMC: 
Vacation: 13 accrued days for the year.  
 
Professional: 10 days for conferences, colloquium, job interviews, dissertation 
defense. (Please note:  No more than 3 days will be granted for dissertation defense; 
professional days will not be granted to attend graduation.)    
 
Sick: 13 accrued days. 
 
Holiday: 10 
 
 Independence Day 
 Labor Day 
 Columbus Day/Indigenous Peoples' Day 
 Veterans Day 
 Thanksgiving Day 
 Christmas Day 
 New Year's Day 
 MLK Day 
 President's Day 
 Memorial Day 

 
Holiday Policy: Residents rotating through VA sites will follow the VA holiday schedule. 
Residents rotating through any non-VA site will follow the Care New England holiday schedule. 
Clinical psychology residents are entitled to these holidays even if the clinical sites (namely, Lifespan 
sites) are operating on those dates.  
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Travel Policy & Form 
 
Butler-paid clinical psychology residents receive a $1000 allowance that can be used for 
professional meetings/convention travel (funds cannot be used for dissertation defense). Of this 
allowance, $100 can be allocated towards the purchase of educational books. 
 
The PVAMC-paid clinical psychology residents do not receive a travel allowance.  

 
 

Travel Expense Reimbursement – Butler-paid 
 
Travel Expense FORM - complete the Expense Form once you return from the 
conference/seminar.  To help you, we have provided a Sample Travel Expense Form to use 
as a guide.   Requests for reimbursement should be submitted within 3 weeks of taking the 
trip.  Please be sure to: 
  
1. Attach a Meeting Announcement (showing Conference/Dates/Times/Location of the 

meeting) 
2. Original, itemized receipts (receipts that are not itemized will not be able to be reimbursed) 
3. Sign and Date the "Prepared by" Section of the form 
 
Return the Expense Form and back-up to the Training Office.  Allow at least 3-4 weeks for 
processing. 
  
Things to keep in mind when traveling 
  
Because reimbursements are submitted through Butler Hospital, a Care New England hospital, 
you are required to follow the Travel Policies of CNE.  A copy of these policies can be found on 
the Butler Hospital CNE intranet Carenet page under Policies and Procedures/Policy 
Documents for All CNE Operating Units (use search for: Travel). 
 
Reimbursement for meals shall not exceed the following (even with itemized receipts): 

Breakfast  $15.00 
Lunch   $23.00 
Dinner  $44.00 

  
Alcoholic Beverages will not be allowed for reimbursement 
 
Gratuity should not exceed 20% 
 
All statements/receipts should show a $0 balance due.  If a zero balance is not shown, 
please include a bank/credit card statement with the corresponding charge as proof of payment. 
 
Taxi/ground transportation receipts should be clearly marked with the purpose of travel (e.g., 
“Travel from airport to hotel”) 
 
Travel must occur within the training year (7/1-6/30) and the Travel Expense Form must be 
submitted by May 30 unless prior approval is given by the Training Office. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZxuNqhAr35GVb29qIlVv9sOQ05jwaiEi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y1jU_hWIFr4lKZfF5F9Sdj0iTLl6pNDA/view?usp=sharing
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Social Media Committee 
Carly M. Goldstein, PhD, Coordinator 
 
Mission and Projects 
 
The Social Media Committee is dedicated to disseminating snapshots of department life, 
connecting current trainees with alumni, and displaying trainee and faculty accomplishments 
through social media. The Social Media Committee collaborates with trainee representatives 
to share glimpses of trainee life for both other trainees and prospective applicants.  
 
Currently Available Resources:  
 
@brownclinicalpsych (instagram) 
@brownclinpsych (twitter) 
Brown Clinical Psychology Training Consortium on facebook 
 
Partners 
 
Senior Postdoctoral Fellows 
Internship Training Committee Representatives 
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Remediation/Grievance Policy 
 
APA (1979) standards for internships state: "Faculty have special responsibility to assess 
continually the progress of each student. Students who exhibit continued serious difficulties and 
do not function effectively in academic and/or interpersonal situations should be counseled 
early, made aware of career alternatives and, if necessary, dropped from the program. There 
should be specific advisement policies and mechanisms (including grievance and due process 
procedures) to handle academic problems, conflict situations, and problems related to 
expectations, interpersonal relations, and other areas." The following procedures are 
established to meet the requirements of these APA guidelines.  
 
A. Problems detected by a Faculty Member 
B. Problems detected by a Clinical Psychology Resident  
 
A. Remediation/Grievance Policy and Procedures for Problems with a Clinical 
Psychology Resident Detected by a Faculty Member. 
 
Problems in a clinical psychology resident’s professional or personal conduct can take many 
forms. For example, a supervisor may feel that a clinical psychology resident has a marked 
deficiency in skills or motivation. A clinical psychology resident may be unable to function 
professionally because of emotional or substance abuse problems. A clinical psychology 
resident may have a physical illness that precludes him or her from completing assignments or 
attending critical training sessions. The stressors and demands a resident faces may be beyond 
his or her control. Problems such as these may prevent the clinical psychology resident from 
completing the Brown Clinical Psychology Internship Training Program or make it impossible for 
him or her to function clinically for a period of time. The mechanism for addressing these issues 
must provide the clinical psychology resident with appropriate support and remediation, while 
having  sufficient flexibility to protect the program and the public. 
 
The procedures described below are followed by faculty who perceive that a clinical 
psychology resident has any serious difficulty affecting his or her professional 
conduct. Basically, there are three general problem areas to which the following procedures 
apply: (1) a clinical psychology resident has a serious deficit in knowledge or skill(s); (2) 
physical or emotional difficulties are present that impair or compromise expected standards of 
performance; and (3) the resident has demonstrated professionally inappropriate behavior. (A 
procedure to be used by clinical psychology residents who wish to challenge or appeal 
decisions of the faculty (grievances) is also included.) 
 
1) A Problem is Detected by a Faculty Supervisor: 
The faculty supervisor and the clinical psychology resident should discuss the problem and 
attempt to arrive at a mutually acceptable solution. Such a situation is not unusual and, in the 
vast majority of instances, would require no further action. 
 
2) The Problem Persists, or the Faculty Supervisor and Clinical Psychology Resident are 
Unable to Reach an Acceptable Solution: 
The clinical psychology resident's advisor, Track Coordinator, and Director of Training are 
informed by the faculty supervisor and are fully apprised of the problem. If problems are 
identified during an out-of-track rotation, the faculty supervisor will notify the rotation Track 
Coordinator, who will inform the Home Track Coordinator.  The advisor and Track 
Coordinator(s), subject to the approval of the Director of Training, gather information from the 
concerned parties and from other faculty or clinical psychology residents in positions to provide 
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relevant information. Consistent with APA ethical guidelines, the advisor should proceed in a 
manner so as to protect confidentiality to the fullest extent possible. If the advisor can act as a 
mediator and suggest a method of resolving the problem, no further action is necessary. 
 
3) In the Case of Personal/Health Problems which Seriously Impair Professional 
Performance, the Supervisor should Request that the Clinical Psychology Resident's 
Clinical Activities be Suspended Immediately: 
In taking this action, there must be a substantial likelihood that the clinical conduct or activities 
of the clinical psychology resident would be detrimental to the patients under his or her care. 
Discussion would involve the resident, advisor, Track Coordinator, the Chief of Psychology at 
the hospital where the clinical psychology resident is based, the Director of the Division of 
Clinical Psychology, and the Director of Training. The final decision regarding suspension of 
clinical activities would rest with the hospital's Chief of Staff, upon the recommendation of the 
Chief of Psychology, the Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology and the Director of 
Training. Any decision to suspend clinical activities must be documented in the clinical 
psychology resident's record. Where appropriate, the advisor should assist the clinical 
psychology resident in locating the proper resources to deal with the difficulty (e.g., the advisor 
should aid the clinical psychology resident in seeking referral for treatment, as necessary). The 
Training Committee should be notified about the situation and the corrective actions taken at its 
next regularly scheduled meeting. All other actions regarding remediation, suspension, or 
termination from the program, as well as appeals, would be subject to the procedures outlined 
below. 
 
4) Further Remedial Action is Deemed Necessary: 
The advisor will notify, in writing, the involved faculty member(s), track coordinator, the Director 
of Training, and the Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology of the proposed remediation 
plan. The clinical psychology resident also is informed in writing of the required actions that he 
or she must take and the possible consequences for failing to do so. The written remediation 
plan should define specifically (in behavioral terms) the problematic behaviors of skills that need 
to be developed in relation to expected standards of performance, required actions or changes, 
the faculty support necessary and time table involved, and method(s) of evaluation, noting the 
criteria for successful completion.   For issues requiring remediation that emerge in the final 
rotation, evaluation of the success of the plan must occur no later than June 1st.  A copy of this 
correspondence will be placed in the student's internship file. The Director of Training informs 
the Training Committee of the situation and the proposed plan at the next Training Committee 
meeting.  The Director of Training will notify the Director of Clinical Training (DCT) at the clinical 
psychology resident’s graduate program that a remediation plan has been put in place. The 
DCT will be notified of the outcome of this plan (i.e., successful remediation or failure to 
complete the internship) in writing at the end of the training year. 
 
5) Clinical Psychology Resident Progress is Reviewed at a Predetermined Interval to 
Ensure Compliance with the Remedial Program: 
If the problem is judged by the primary supervisor to be rectified, no further action is necessary, 
beyond a letter to that effect that is distributed in accordance with Step 4. The Training 
Committee is apprised of the outcome. If the problem has not been rectified: (a) further 
remediation is proposed and reviewed at an appropriate interval (return to Step 4 for 
documentation and distribution) or (b) recommendation is made for termination. Remediation 
plans may be granted a renewal or extension only once during the internship year. In no case, 
however, will an extension exceed the duration of the originally recommended time interval for 
remediation. 
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6) If the Clinical Psychology Resident does not Successfully Complete the Remediation 
Plan: 
If completion of the remediation plan does not result in successful achievement of competence 
in all areas (and renewal/extension has already been granted or is not deemed feasible), the 
task of determining whether the clinical psychology resident passes the internship goes to a 
new subcommittee consisting of the 4 track coordinators, the training director, and the clinical 
psychology resident’s advisor (as a non-voting participant).  The subcommittee will review all 
materials and render a decision as to whether the clinical psychology resident will be granted 
additional, unpaid training opportunities in order to achieve competence, or if the clinical 
psychology resident will fail to complete the internship.      
 
7) The Advisor Recommends that the Clinical Psychology Resident be Terminated from 
the Program: 
The Training Committee votes on whether a clinical psychology resident shall be terminated 
from the program. The clinical psychology resident is informed in writing of the outcome. This 
decision is forwarded to the Chairperson of the Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior, 
to the Chief of Psychology at the hospital where the clinical psychology resident is based, to the 
Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology and to the Director of Clinical Training at the 
clinical psychology resident's graduate school. 
 
8) Identifying another Faculty Member to Serve in an Advocacy Role for the Clinical 
Psychology Resident: 
If the clinical psychology resident's advisor is also serving as the rotation supervisor in charge of 
the remediation program, or if a conflict exists between the clinical psychology resident and 
advisor, then another faculty member will be identified by the Director of Training to serve in an 
advocacy role for the clinical psychology resident. 
 
9) Appeals: 
Disagreements should be immediately resolved among the parties whenever possible, as 
outlined in Steps 1 and 2. Once formal remediation has been approved by the Training 
Committee (Step 4), the involved clinical psychology resident or faculty who disagree with the 
decision may appeal in writing to the Director of Training. The Director may attempt to mediate 
the dispute or may choose to present the case to the Training Committee for further 
consideration. The clinical psychology resident has the right to appear before the Training 
Committee to appeal a decision. The clinical psychology resident may also solicit additional 
faculty to present on his or her behalf during this appeal if desired. Consistent with Brown 
University policy, the hierarchy for filing appeals or grievances is as follows: (1) Director of 
Training, (2) Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology, (3) Chairperson, Department of 
Psychiatry and Human Behavior who will involve Departmental Appeals Procedures (see 
below), and (4) Hospital Grievance Committee of the institution in which the clinical psychology 
resident is currently based. NOTE: Departmental Appeals Procedures require that the 
Chairperson appoint a three-person advisory committee to review the appeal. In the case of the 
Internship, the advisory committee would consist specifically of three psychologists on the 
senior faculty who have no direct supervisory relationship with the clinical psychology resident 
who has filed the appeal. A written report delineating the committee's findings and 
recommendations must be submitted to the Director of Training within 30 days. 
 
10) In the Event of Professionally Inappropriate Behavior, A Supervisor may Initiate 
Procedures Leading to the Suspension of A Clinical Psychology Resident as Follows: 
The supervisor should notify the Director of Training, the clinical psychology resident's advisor 
and the Track Coordinator immediately and apprise them of the problem. If the faculty members 
agree that a suspension is in order, the Director of Training will bring the issue to the Director of 
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the Division of Clinical Psychology, to the Chairman of the Department of Psychiatry and 
Human Behavior, and to the Chief of Psychology at the hospital where the clinical psychology 
resident is based. The final decision regarding suspension of clinical activities would rest with 
the hospital's Chief of Staff, upon the joint recommendation of the Chief of Psychology, the 
Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology, and the Director of Training. Any decision to 
suspend a clinical psychology resident, as well as the terms of the suspension, must be 
documented in the clinical psychology resident's record. All other actions, including the clinical 
psychology resident's right to appeal, are subject to the procedures outlined above.  
 
B. Remediation/Grievance Policy and Procedures for a Problem with a Faculty 
Member Detected by a Trainee: 
 
Trainees are instructed to call grievance issues to the attention of their supervisors, advisor, 
track coordinator, or directly to the Director of Training. Depending on the severity of the 
situation, the procedures outlined below will be followed. Basically, there are three general 
problem areas to which the following procedures apply: (1) a faculty member has a serious 
deficit in knowledge or skill(s); (2) physical or emotional difficulties are present that impair or 
compromise expected standards of performance; and (3) the faculty member has demonstrated 
professionally inappropriate behavior, including insufficient attention to the training needs of the 
trainee. 
 
1) A Problem is Detected by the Trainee: 
The faculty supervisor and the trainee should discuss the problem and attempt to arrive at a 
mutually acceptable solution. Such a situation is not uncommon and, in the vast majority of 
instances, would require no further action. The Training Director maintains a record of verbal 
complaints that have not been officially lodged against a supervisor. If the Director of Training 
and/or the Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology detects a pattern of complaints over 
time, then he/she can intervene. 
 
2) A Problem Remains Uncorrected, the Faculty Supervisor and Trainee are Unable to 
Reach an Acceptable Solution, or the Problem is of such Severity that Additional Contact 
between Trainee and the Faculty Member is not Advised: 
The Director of Training is contacted by the trainee and fully apprised of the problem. The 
Advisor, the Track Coordinator, and the Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology are 
contacted by the Director of Training. The Director of Training gathers information from the 
concerned parties and from other faculty or trainees in positions to provide relevant information. 
Consistent with APA ethical guidelines, the Director of Training will proceed in a manner so as 
to protect confidentiality to the fullest extent possible. If the Director of Training can act as a 
mediator and suggest a method of resolving the problem, no further action is necessary. In 
cases where the faculty member in question is the Track Coordinator or Advisor, then the 
Training Director picks a 3rd member of the Training Committee to form the subcommittee 
reviewing the matter. 
 
If mediation is not possible or successful, a subcommittee consisting of the Director of the 
Division of Clinical Psychology, the Director of Training, the Track Coordinator, Advisor, at least 
one other supervisor of the trainee, and one additional member of the Training Committee is 
convened. The subcommittee then makes a determination whether any disciplinary action is 
necessary based on criteria outlined in the Faculty Handbook regarding incompetent 
performance of professional duties or neglect of academic duty. 
Based on the subcommittee review, one of the following recommendations is proposed: 
a. No disciplinary action 
b. Reprimand with a remediation plan (e.g., monthly meetings between track coordinator (or 
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equivalent) and faculty member, addition of a new supervisor/mentor to the training plan). [Note: 
If trainee does not feel comfortable continuing with the supervisor, an alternate supervisor will 
be assigned to the trainee.] 
c. Suspension of privilege to recruit and supervise a trainee for a minimum of one year or until 
there is sufficient evidence that the situation has been resolved. 
 
3) If a Remedial Plan is Recommended: Progress is Reviewed at a Predetermined Interval 
to Ensure Compliance with the Remedial Program: 
If the problem is judged by the Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology, the Director of 
Training, Advisor, and Track Coordinator to be rectified, no further action is necessary, beyond 
a letter to that effect that is placed in the faculty member’s file in the Training Office. The 
Training Committee is apprised of the outcome. If the problem has not been rectified: (a) further 
remediation is proposed and reviewed at an appropriate interval or (b) recommendation for 
suspension of trainee supervision privileges is made. 
 
4) In the Case of Personal/Health Problems Which Seriously Impair Professional 
Performance, the Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology May Request that the 
Faculty Member’s Clinical Training Activities be Suspended Immediately: 
Discussion would involve the trainee, Advisor, Track Coordinator, the Director of Training, and 
others where appropriate. The final decision regarding suspension of clinical training activities 
would rest with the Track Coordinator, Advisor, the Director of Training, and the Director of the 
Division of Clinical Psychology. Any decision to suspend clinical training activities will be 
documented in the faculty member’s file in the Training Office. Where appropriate, the Director 
of Training and the Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology should assist the faculty 
member in locating the proper resources to deal with the difficulty. The Training Committee 
should be notified about the situation and the corrective actions taken at its next regularly 
scheduled meeting. All other actions regarding remediation or suspension of clinical activities 
would be subject to the procedures at the faculty member’s institution. 
 
5) If a Faculty Member has had his/her Privileges Suspended Twice, the Director of the 
Division of Clinical Psychology Recommends that the Faculty Member be Terminated 
From the Training Program Faculty: 
The Training Committee votes on whether the faculty member should be terminated from the 
training program faculty, majority rules. The faculty member is informed in writing of the 
outcome. This decision is forwarded to the Chairperson of the Department of Psychiatry and 
Human Behavior, Chief of Psychology at the hospital where the faculty is based, and the Chair 
of the Appointments and Reappointments Committee. 
 
6) Appeals: 
Disagreements should be immediately resolved among the parties whenever possible, as 
outlined in Steps 1 and 2. Once formal remediation has been approved by the Training 
Committee (Step 4), the faculty member who disagrees with the decision may appeal in writing 
to the Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology. The Director may attempt to mediate the 
dispute or may choose to present the case to the Training Committee for further consideration. 
The faculty member has the right to appear before the subcommittee which made the 
recommendation and/or Training Committee to appeal a decision. The faculty member may also 
solicit additional faculty or trainees to present on his or her behalf during this appeal if desired. 
Consistent with Brown University policy, the hierarchy for filing appeals or grievances is as 
follows: (1) Director of Training, (2) Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology, and (3) 
Chairperson, Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior who will involve Departmental 
Appeals Procedures (see below). NOTE: Departmental Appeals Procedures require that the 
Chairperson appoint a three-person advisory committee to review the appeal. In the case of the 
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Clinical Psychology Training Program, the advisory committee would consist specifically of three 
psychologists on the senior faculty who have no direct relationship with the faculty member who 
has filed the appeal. A written report delineating the committee's findings and recommendations 
must be submitted to the chairperson within 30 days. 
 
7) In the Event of Professionally Inappropriate Behavior, the Chairperson may Initiate 
Procedures Leading to the Suspension of a Faculty Member as follows: 
The Director of Training and the Director of the Division of Clinical Psychology are apprised of 
the problem. If the Director feels that a suspension is in order, the Director of Training will bring 
the issue to the Chairperson of the Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior and the 
Track Coordinator. The final decision regarding suspension of clinical activities would rest with 
the hospital's Chief of Staff, upon the joint recommendation of the Chief of Psychology and the 
Chair of the Department. 
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